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Managing the Human Factor in Information Security: How to win over staff and influence business managersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
"...an engaging read." (Information Age, May 2009) "I found the book enjoyable and easy to read. It is very informative, and gives good references" (Infosecurity, June 2009)    

       With the growth in social networking and the potential for larger and larger breaches of sensitive data,it is vital for all...
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Artificial Intelligence for Finance Executives: The AI revolution, from industry trends and case studies to algorithms and conceptsQbridge Ltd, 2021

	
		We often hear that AI is revolutionising the financial sector, like no other technology has done before. This book looks beyond these clichés and explores all aspects of this transformation at a deep level. It spells out a vision for the future and answers many questions that are routinely ignored.

	...
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Energy SecretVermilion, 1970

	WHEN I FIRST started working as a nutritionist in elite sport

	over a decade ago, the most common thing I would hear from

	athletes was: ‘James, I’m here because Coach says I need to

	lose weight.’





	Fortunately things have moved on just a little since then.

	Nutrition has become an integral part of...
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You Can Do It!: A Beginners Introduction to Computer ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
You’ll be Programming with C++ within the hour
    Find out just how easy it is to write computer programs!    

    Want to start programming but don't know where to start? Don't worry! With a radically different approach to programming, author Francis Glassborow demystifies programming concepts, and...
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The Pesticide Detox: Towards a More Sustainable AgricultureEarthscan, 2005
This book seeks to address some of these difficulties and set out some new solutions. Pests, diseases and weeds eat, infiltrate and smother crops and grab their nutrients. If farmers stood back and let nature take its course, there would be insufficient food. They must do something. Pesticides are easy to use, although often costly for farmers. In...
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Database SystemsPalgrave Macmillan, 2003
The main aim of this work is to provide one readable text of essential core material for further education, higher education and commercial courses on database systems. The current volume is designed to form a consolidated, introductory text on modern database technology and the development of database systems.

It is undoubtedly true...
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The Essentials of the New Workplace: A Guide to the Human Impact of Modern Working PracticesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The original hardback edition of The New Workplace examined modern business terms such as total quality management, just-in-time production, e-business, lean manufacturing and teleworking. It explored what these terms really mean and what effect they have in practice - especially their impact on productivity and performance and their social and...
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Social Work Management and Leadership: Managing Complexity with CreativityRoutledge, 2009

	Management and leadership are increasingly important within the organisation and delivery of social care services and now form part of the post qualification framework for social workers. Yet, whilst there is a relatively broad understanding of management concepts and their application in social care, their foundations often go unchallenged...
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The Management Consultant: Mastering the Art of Consultancy (Financial Times Series)FT Press, 2010

	“The secret for success in attracting, winning, retaining and growing client business – whether working as an independent or for a firm.”

	Mike Lander, CEO, Consulting Strategies Ltd


	 “Richard knows what clients value and provides clear, practical and experienced guidance on how to become...
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Discovering Requirements: How to Specify Products and ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
As information technology grows in power and reach, systems become more ambitious and more tightly integrated. The discipline of defining - or, perhaps, engineering - requirements becomes broader and deeper: it now embraces almost every project that aims to define a human or technical need and to find a means to satisfy it.

Inevitably,...
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The Foreign Office Mind: The Making of British Foreign Policy, 1865-1914Cambridge University Press, 2011

	With this pioneering approach to the study of international history, T. G. Otte reconstructs the underlying principles, elite perceptions and 'unspoken assumptions' that shaped British foreign policy between the death of Palmerston and the outbreak of the First World War. Grounded in a wide range of public and private archival...
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Analysing Architecture: The universal language of place-making (Analysing Architecture Notebooks)Routledge, 2020

	
		Now in its fifth edition, Analysing Architecture has become internationally established as the best introduction to architecture. Aimed primarily at those studying architecture, it offers a clear and accessible insight into the workings of this rich and fascinating subject. With copious illustrations from his own notebooks,...
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